Greetings Incoming MPA Students,

Welcome and congratulations on being accepted to the MPA Public & Nonprofit Administration and Public Policy (PNAPP) Concentrations! We are excited to work and learn together. We are your core faculty for fall and winter quarters: Meghan Doughty, Doreen Swetkis, and Eric S. Trevan. You can learn more about us on the Evergreen website evergreen.edu/faculty at the “Faculty Directory” link.

We know some of you want to get started on preparing for this academic journey. Books will be available through the campus bookstore. They offer both used and new versions plus rental options. Of course, you can also purchase your books through any web-based retailer. The syllabus has a reading list in it and is available at evergreen.edu/mpa by clicking on the “Course Syllabi” link. Review the syllabus carefully. You are required to read the MPA Student Handbook for New Student Orientation, which can be found here: https://www.evergreen.edu/mpa/studenthandbook

The syllabus will also available on “Canvas,” the web learning platform for our class. Canvas is where you will submit all assignments and find course specific resources or readings. You access Canvas by logging in to my.evergreen.edu. Your Canvas login is the same as your Evergreen e-mail login. The Canvas site is still under construction, but will become available by August 22, 2018, if not before.

New Student Orientation is mandatory, and occurs on

Saturday September 22nd
9:00am-5:00pm, in Purce Hall Classroom 7 (lunch provided)

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact us. Your Evergreen e-mail and Canvas are our primary means of communication. We are excited and honored to be on this journey with you. See you in September at Orientation!

Regards, Faculty Team

Meghan Doughty  Doreen Swetkis  Eric S. Trevan
doughtym@evergreen.edu  swetkisd@evergreen.edu  trevane@evergreen.edu